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Agenda

No Item Time (minutes) Lead

1 Welcome and introductions 10:30 (10m)
Colin Green

Peter Hetherington

2 RCV allocation for water resources 10:40 (90m)

Peter Hetherington

David Darley

Frank Grimshaw

3

Project updates:

- Water resources boundary

- Access pricing for bilateral markets in England

- Licencing

12:10 (20m)

Simon Harrow

Peter Hetherington

Stephen StPier

4 Lunch 12:30 (45m) All

5 Approach to water resources utilisation risk 13:15 (90m)

Andrew Chesworth

Gordon Hutcheson

Nikki Deeley

Jerry Bryan

6 Actions and agenda for next meeting 14:45 (15m) Colin Green
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Project management

All papers, plus minutes of our working group meetings are available for download at: 

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulated-companies/improving-regulation/future-price-setting-

for-2020/water-2020-working-groups/

Actions from September meeting By Whom

Minutes: Ofwat to circulate the minutes to group members for comment.

Ofwat, Group 

members

Closed

Project updates – market information platform: Group members asked to look 

at slide 24 displaying outputs from the WRMP TAG exercise on information needs 

and ensure they are comfortable with the ‘must’ ‘should’ ‘could’ classifications. 

Group members

Closed

Targeted incentives – water trading incentives: Ofwat will provide an Ml/d figure 

for bulk supply exports to provide context to slide 62. 

The total volume of water exported in 2013-14 was 619 Ml/d, further analysis of the 

bulk supply register is contained in p48-49 of Water 2020: Regulatory framework 

for wholesale markets and the 2019 price review, Ofwat December 2015.

Ofwat

Closed

Regulatory accounts consultation – water resources boundary: Group 

members are asked to send their thoughts on the suggested addition to the 

definition, or alternatives, to inform 2016/17 RAG.

Group members

Closed

Group members were asked to provide feedback to inform how the group will 

operate in the future
Group

Group members encouraged to volunteer to lead presentations on topics at 

forthcoming meetings
Group

Project management

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulated-companies/improving-regulation/future-price-setting-for-2020/water-2020-working-groups/
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RCV allocation for water resources

Peter Hetherington

November 2016
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• Introduction to the RCV

• Our decision on water resources RCV allocation in May

• Why we need to allocate the RCV

• Why RCV allocation is important

• Key points of context

• Different approaches to allocating the RCV (x4)

• Overview of initial analysis and discussion of the pros and cons of each

• Implications of the different approaches for planned Ofwat RCV 

allocation guidance

What we will be covering

The objective of this session is to explore as a group the merits of 

different approaches to RCV allocation and consider the implications this 

has for upcoming Ofwat guidance

Facilitated by 

United 

Utilities and 

Yorkshire 

Water
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Introduction to the RCV

• The regulatory capital value (RCV) represents the capital value of each company 

for regulatory purposes. We created this regulatory tool shortly after privatisation 

for the purposes of setting price limits

• It captures the capital invested in the business and can be seen as a store of 

value to investors – it is not linked to specific assets

• It forms part of our building block approach to price controls. As part of a price 

review the RCV is used to assess the revenues that are required to provide a 

return on the capital invested in the business

• The RCV plays an important role in:

o delivering regulatory predictability;

o acting as the primary means through which investors recover costs in future 

periods; and 

o enabling costs to be smoothed over time and financed more efficiently, 

benefitting customers.

• At privatisation in aggregate, the sector had an RCV of around £14 billion in 

1990, which grew to around £64 billion by 2015 (in 2014-15 prices)

In May we confirmed that water companies will always be able to recover the value 

of efficiently incurred investments included in the 31 March 2020 RCV, regardless of 

the impact of our reforms
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Water trading – some perspectivesIntroduction to RCV continued

Question 1: Companies’ instruments of appointment (typically referred 

to as ‘licences’) set out key elements of the regulatory regime. Do 

these include a reference to the RCV?

A) Yes B) No

Question 3: To what extent does the RCV reflect the cost of replacing 

water industry assets with those of similar capabilities – as measured in 

modern equivalent asset value (MEAV) terms?

A) 12% B) 50% C) 100%

Question 2: When the industry was privatised in 1989, the RCV was set 

based on the companies’ market capitalisation after how many days? 

A) 100 B) 200 C) 365

Question 4: In December 2015 we presented some initial analysis a water 

resources RCV allocation based on a unfocused approach. Based on this 

analysis what percentage of total industry RCV did we say would be 

allocated to water resources?

A) 1% B) 5% C) 10%
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In our May 2016 decision document (see section 5.8) we set out:

• an unfocused approach would be the most appropriate methodology

• the problems and costs of a MEAV revaluation and the potential impact on 

wholesale tariff structures

• given this context it would be preferable for each company to have greater 

ownership and responsibility for how its historical RCV is allocated between water 

resources and network plus

• companies will develop and justify proposals for the allocation and these will be 

subject to a proportionate and risk-based review by us

• these proposals will be shaped by Ofwat guidance with the allocations to be 

finalised as part of PR19

• companies will be able to revisit the allocation in PR24 if there are compelling 

reasons to change e.g. to meet the RCV protection guarantee or evidence of 

misallocation at PR19, this is expected to be by exception

Our decision on water resources RCV allocation in May

The benefits of our revised approach are:

• it helps to avoid unnecessary impacts on wholesale tariffs and strengthens 

companies’ ownership of their wholesale tariff structures; 

• it avoids the regulatory burden of a full MEAV exercise;

• It does not place reliance on existing MEAV data that may be out-dated or 

otherwise unsuitable; and

• it enhances regulatory protection for the pre-2020 legacy RCV.

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/water-2020-regulatory-approach-water-wastewater-services/
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Why we need to allocate the RCV

• For the purpose of setting a separate price 

control, based on a building block approach, an 

allocation of the RCV is required

• A separate price control is a targeted and 

proportionate response to limitations of the 

existing wholesale price control framework and 

will also help in developing better targeted 

regulatory incentives, and in increasing the 

focus on water resources

• The pre-2020 legacy RCV will stay within the 

appointed water company. We are not 

proposing any formal business separation of 

water resources or allocation of the RCV to 

different legal entities the RCV allocation is 

required to set price control

• We did consider whether a shadow rather than 

formal allocation could be used but chose a 

formal allocation, noting: “There is considerable 

merit in an explicit approach, given the 

importance attached to the RCV and the 

benefits of transparency for the regulator, 

incumbent companies and third party providers“

Figure: Building block approach to setting the 

revenue requirement

Revenue required for 

enhancement costs

Revenue required for base 

costs 

Water resources WACC

x

Water resources 2020 

RCV

Tax

Run off 2020 RCV

T
O

T
E

X
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Why RCV allocation is important

Key building block of the revenue control

Link to access pricing

Cost transparency and ensuring a level playing field

RCV allocation will ensure that third party providers will have clarity and confidence that 
they are participating in the market on equal terms with incumbents. Maintaining 
consistency between charges and cost recovery.

The network plus charges will be reflect the RCV allocated to this part of the control as 
they are cost based changes. It will also affect the compensation payment for water 
resources through the interaction with the average cost e.g. the compensation payment 
reflects the extent (if any) to which the incumbents incremental cost of new water 
resources exceed its average water resource costs. 

As noted on the previous slide, the RCV allocated to water resources will be part of the 
calculation of the total revenue control. 

Ensuring a level playing field in relation to wider markets

In cases where the incumbent water companies use legacy assets to offer services 
outside the regulatory ring fence. This could arise, for example, when providing water 
resources outside the core area of public supply.
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Key points of context for the upcoming discussion

Going to enhance regulatory protection for the pre-

2020 legacy RCV

RCV allocation is … 

An area where companies will have greater 

ownership and responsibility

Going to require companies to carry out analysis of 

how their proposals affects different customer 

groups

Expected to use the MEAV data used in PR09 as a 

starting point (reflected in 2014/15 regulatory 

accounts), adjusted for accounting separation 

changes

Going to be flexible

1

2

3

4

5

Able to revisited in PR24 if there is compelling 

reasons to change or evidence of misallocation at 

PR19 (this is expected to be by exception)

6

Required to set a separate price control

7

RCV allocation for water resources is not …

Going to be an Ofwat led process

Intended to created unintended and unnecessary 

impacts on wholesale tariffs

Incompatible with regulatory protection for the 

RCV

Going to place reliance on existing MEAV data that 

may be outdated or otherwise unsuited

Going to impose regulatory burden of a full MEAV 

exercise

A one shot game

A prelude to formal business separation of water 

resources or allocation of the RCV to different 

legal entities
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Splitting the Water RCV - objectives

• Setting the separate price control – the separate control is intended to enable water 

resources to be exposed to competition risk and to avoid the potential for cross-

subsidy.

─ The RCV allocation will not have an impact on these considerations (because only new 

resources will be exposed to risk and cross-subsidy issues relate to future expenditure).

• The price control split has no effect on the prices for bidding into Water Resource 

Management Plans. But it will determine the access price for Water Resource Zones 

where there are no water resource schemes in the time period used for calculating 

incremental costs.

─ The RCV allocation will have an impact on access prices in these zones, because the 

compensation payment only applies where incremental cost is above average cost.

─ Where incremental cost is above average cost, changing average cost leads to a change in 

the compensation payment, to give the same overall access price.
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Implications of the RCV split

• Changing the RCV split could have incidence effects on charges for different customer 

groups (because resources make up different proportions of the bill for different 

groups, e.g. a higher proportion of the bill for large users).

• Too high an allocation of the RCV to water resources could lead to inefficient entry in 

the bilateral market in zones where there is no supply-demand deficit.
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Ofwat’s May Water 2020 position

• An unfocused approach is preferable to a focused approach.

• A pro rata allocation, based on the relative share of the estimated (net) MEAV between water 

resources and network plus, provides a starting point.

• But it is not necessarily the best approach, even leaving aside the costs of a revaluation exercise.

• There is considerable judgement required to estimate MEAVs – particularly for very old assets with 

long lives such as the distribution networks and water resources. 

• The allocation of the water resources RCV based on an MEAV allocation could affect the balance of 

wholesale tariffs for different services without any offsetting justification.

• It would be preferable for each company to have greater ownership and responsibility for how its 

historical RCV is allocated between water resources and network plus. 

• Part of companies’ existing RCV-based regulatory profit is already implicitly attributable to water 

resources: 

─ In setting their wholesale tariffs for different types of services, companies should have an understanding 

of how much profit they are raising for water resources relative to other wholesale activities.

Issues considered
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Ofwat’s May Water 2020 position

• Each company will need to develop and justify an appropriate allocation for PR19.

• Companies should draw on existing data on the balance of asset values in water resources versus 

network plus and on the relative share of costs (for example, on a totex or accounting basis).

• Companies should analyse how their proposals could affect wholesale charges for different services and 

customer groups. 

• Ofwat plans to develop guidance for companies on making proposals on the RCV allocation.

• The benefits of this approach are:

─ it helps to avoid unnecessary impacts on wholesale tariffs and strengthens companies’ ownership of their 

wholesale tariff structures;

─ it avoids the regulatory burden of a full MEAV exercise;

─ it does not place reliance on existing MEAV data that may be out-dated or otherwise unsuitable

─ it enhances regulatory protection for the pre-2020 legacy RCV.

• Lack of a common allocation methodology does not seem a significant drawback. 

• Companies will be allowed to revisit the allocation of the existing wholesale RCV at PR24 if there are 

compelling reasons.

─ e.g. if there is new information showing that the previous allocation was inappropriate, or that the 

company would not be able to recover its pre-2020 legacy RCV allocated to water resources from the 

activities under its water resource price control.

Conclusions
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Potential approaches for allocation the water 

resources RCV

Split in proportion to:

Asset value approaches

Split RCV in proportion to: Gross MEAV

Net MEAV

Include pre-privatisation assets at discounted value and post-
privatisation at full value

Expenditure basis Split RCV in proportion to totex, capital maintenance, or accounting 
charges

Hybrid approaches • Triangulation – an average of two or more approaches
• Closest to the national average of two or more approaches
• Apply a standard national average, using one or more approaches, to 

every company

LRMC approach Base asset valuation on revenue stream if prices were at LRMC.
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Analysis of the different approaches

• Data: used 2014/15 from Regulatory accounts data share

• Analysis is meant to be indicative and not to reflect final allocations

• Looking to draw out areas of strength and limitations visually

• Known limitations:

• RAG definition changes

• Fluctuation in capital expenditure (one year not representative)

• Final allocation (and allocators) may not be based on this data.
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Asset value approaches

+ Net MEAV (h) isn’t wholly net due to the treatment of Infra and non-infra assets in terms of depreciation
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Asset value approaches
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Expenditure approaches
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Expenditure approaches
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Expenditure basis
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Reflecting the RCV build-up

• Include pre-privatisation assets at discounted value, based on discount at privatisation. 

• Post-privatisation assets at full value.

• Reflects post-privatisation capital investment being added to RCV at full value

• No analysis possible, based on 2014/15 datashare – would require review of all capex 

since 1990.
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Hybrid approaches

*graph is equal triangulation of all graphed asset value and expenditure methods
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Hybrid approaches

**National average based on the triangulation approach, allocation method for each company is 
that closest to the national average
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Hybrid approaches

***National average based on the triangulation approach
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LRMC approach

• Base asset valuation on revenue stream if prices were at LRMC (company specific)

• Essentially this would allocate RCV based on what the ‘market’ value of water resources 

is.

• Proportion allocated would be assessed based on revenues expected.

• Would apply where LRMC is below average cost.

• No analysis based on 2014/15 datashare.
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Breakout session 1

Split in proportion to:

Group 1
Asset value 
approaches

Split RCV in proportion to: Gross MEAV

Net MEAV

Include pre-privatisation assets at discounted value and 
post-privatisation at full value

Group 2 Expenditure basis Split RCV in proportion to totex, capital maintenance, 
or accounting charges

Group 3 Hybrid approaches • Triangulation – an average of two or more 
approaches

• Closest to the national average of two or more 
approaches

• Apply a standard national average, using one or 
more approaches, to every company

Group 4 LRMC approach Base asset valuation on revenue stream if prices were 
at LRMC.

‒ pros and cons of your option 
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Our initial views – to be reviewed following the discussion
Split in proportion to: Issues

Asset value 
approaches

Split RCV in proportion 
to:

Gross MEAV MEAV would, in a normal market be 
reflected in market prices. But  this does 
not apply to water resources because of 
the RCV discount and the difference 
between average costs and LRMC.

Net MEAV

Include pre-privatisation assets at 
discounted value and post-privatisation 
at full value

Reflects the basis on which prices are 
set. But data may not be available.

Expenditure 
basis

Split RCV in proportion to totex, capital 
maintenance, or accounting charges

An expenditure basis is a way of 
reflecting the contribution of each part 
of the value chain to the end product.

Hybrid 
approaches

• Triangulation – an average of two or 
more approaches

• Closest to the national average of 
two or more approaches

• Apply a standard national average, 
using one or more approaches, to 
every company

Would reduce the differences between 
companies and eliminate anomalies in 
terms of very high or very low values.

LRMC 
approach

Base asset valuation on revenue stream
if prices were at LRMC.

Not practical for companies where 
LRMC is above average cost.
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Questions for discussion

Discuss in your 4 groups (10 mins):

• What over-arching principles do you think Ofwat should include 

in its guidance to companies that apply to all approaches to the 

allocation of RCV we have discussed?

• Are there any examples of principles which you think should not 

be included in the guidance?

• Are there any areas where you think Ofwat should be more 

prescriptive rather than setting principles?

Breakout session 2

Aim of this session: consider the implications different approaches 

for allocating the RCV have for the upcoming Ofwat guidance
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Project updates: Water resources boundary

Simon Harrow

November 2016
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The timeline so far

September 2016 – Consultation responses received

• 16 company responses were received on the RAG definition change

• 10 companies highlighted that this would transfer assets between Water Resources and Network+

• One company found that the majority of their raw water reservoirs would now be allocated to Network+

October 2016 – Further responses received

• The slides and meeting notes were circulated from the WRWG which reminded companies that we wanted 

any responses on the definition change by 7th October

• Since the September WRWG we received 8 company responses regarding the definition change and these 

were reviewed and taken through the Water 2020 governance process 

September 2016 – Boundary definition change proposed to the 3rd Water Resources Working Group

• The >15 day storage (in line with the minimum threshold for defining reservoir Emergency Storage) 

addition to the boundary definition as part of the overall decision tree was presented to the Water 

Resources Working Group on 29th September

• This was briefly discussed as part of the group including suggestions for all raw water resources to be 

considered Water Resources, which received a mixed reaction from attendees

• We asked for further responses by email relating to whether the changes helped the classification and 

whether it may have unintended consequences

August 2016 – RAG 4.06 Consultation

• Based on the feedback from previous Water Resources Working Groups, the findings from the CEPA report 

and internal Ofwat discussions significant clarifications were made to the RAGs to ensure consistency in 

application. The RAGs consultation was published on 17 August.

November 2016 – Updated RAG published*

• The final version of the RAGs were published on 31 October

• This includes the amendment adding in a 15 day rule

* The published RAGs are available on our website here: http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2016/08/prs_web20161031regrep406.pdf

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/prs_web20161031regrep406.pdf
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Recap on our discussions in September

Sequential decision tree for raw water reservoirs
In September we explained how the RAG as 

consulted on did not capture the distinction between:

Balancing reservoirs - the function is to support the 

raw water distribution network. Reservoirs that only 

have a small amount of storage in relation to the 

demands placed on them and provide enough 

temporary storage to support a constant rate to and 

from the treatment works. They may allow some 

storage resilience for very short amounts of time for 

pump outages or pollution events.

Water resource storage reservoirs - these are used to 

store the abstracted water for an average summer or 

even more severe drought periods to provide storage 

to meet demand when the abstraction stops due to 

low river levels. In essence they are providing 

additional water resources by providing storage. 

Our view was that it is possible to capture the 

distinction between balancing and storage reservoirs 

by adding a further clarification to the RAG

We proposed to use 15 days of storage as a 

benchmark in line with water planning guidance 

(15 - 45 days used for emergency storage)

We asked you for feedback on our 

proposed approach
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Summary of responses to proposed change

We received 8 responses to the proposed changes:

1) Will the revised RAG, flow chart and revised examples assist the classification of 

Water Resource assets?

2) Can you think of any examples of where the 15 day storage rule may inadvertently 

transfer balancing assets incorrectly? How many assets are likely to move?

3) Is there a better way of classifying Water Resource reservoir assets versus Raw 

Water Distribution storage assets?

“the revised boundary definition for reservoirs was helpful and, when 

applied to our assets, gave a what we imagined to be the desired outcome”

“a straightforward approach would be to retain the previous definition.” 

“we consider this to be a good reflection of the situation in respect 

of our assets”

“recommend at least 90 days of storage”

• Only naturally filled reservoirs (with own catchment) to be considered 

Water Resources

• Clarification regarding the use of abstraction licences in the classification

We reviewed all the responses and considered the alternative 

options put forward before deciding to keep the 15 day rule
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Revised examples added to support the application of the guideline

 Impounding storage reservoir 

with natural catchment and 

pumped river abstraction

 Gravity river abstraction with a 

balancing reservoir 

 Gravity river abstraction to 

storage reservoir cascade

 Pumped river abstraction to 

large storage reservoir
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Additional further guidance added to address responses

Demand

Usable Storage

Multiple Sources

Where more than one reservoir supplies a treatment works (in series or parallel) 

and the individual demand placed on each reservoir is not measured, it is 

reasonable to assess the reservoirs as a group. The total usable reservoir storage 

across all contributing reservoirs should be used together with the treatment 

works total average demand.

Only the usable storage of the reservoir should be compared against the 

calculated 15 day demand total. It is up to companies to determine this usable 

quantity (e.g. excluding storage below the lowest draw-off valve or where water 

quality inhibits its usage).

The number of days of storage should be based on measured (where available) 

average usage (Ml/d) of the reservoir. The flow from the reservoir to the treatment 

works may not be directly measured. In this case the average demand placed on 

that reservoir by the treatment works can be used (where the treatment works is 

supplied by one reservoir this can be the water into supply figure).
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Project updates: Access pricing for bilateral markets in 

England

Peter Hetherington

November 2016
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• We held our last meeting on 19 October and discussed: 

• We agreed to facilitate a discussion at this working group in December, 

focusing on these 4 questions (and present initial proposals for each 

from the subgroup)

• To support this members of the group are continuing to model (scenarios 

to cover varying compensation payments, cost setting etc.)

Project update: Access pricing for bilateral markets in England

What type of schemes can be offered by a bilateral entrant? 
• Include only water resource schemes(e.g. boreholes, reservoirs)?

• Include those which contribute to balancing supply and demand (e.g. leakage management, 

demand management)?

What incumbent schemes could be displaced or deferred by a bilateral entrant? 
(i.e. schemes used in the calculation of compensation payment)

• Water resources only? All schemes which increase supply? All schemes which contribute to 

balancing supply and demand

How far forward should we look in calculating incremental costs (for the 

compensation payment)?
• Based on what is included in the current plan?

How long should the compensation payment be set for?
• 5 years? 10 years?

• Review on an annual basis?
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Project updates: Licencing update

Stephen StPier

November 2016
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Approach to water resources utilisation risk

Andrew Chesworth, Gordon Hutcheson

November 2016
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• Society expects that water companies will deliver an affordable and 

resilient system for water and wastewater services

• Determining what to invest in and when is challenging given the 

uncertainties around future demands, future performance of current 

assets and climate/weather patterns; especially in the long term

• In relation to water resources:

o Customers broadly want unfettered access to clean and affordable 

water (delivered sustainably), although accept that they may at 

time of stress face restrictions on water use

o Companies are expected to develop investment plans that seeks 

to maintain an appropriate supply-demand balance, at an 

appropriate quality and standard of service

• While companies own their business plans, it is customers that 

ultimately bear the much of the risks of over and underutilisation of 

water resources.

Background and context
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The evolving framework for water resources

Regulated market

Companies share the risk of 

investment decision 

Customers share some utilisation risk 

with companies

When looking at investments today, to meet requirements well into the future it can be difficult 

for regulators and customers to effectively challenge companies and almost impossible for 

customers to manage and mitigate the risks that they bear

The consequences of getting investment decisions wrong sits with customers

The Water 2020 proposals set out that companies should bear some risk to ensure that 

companies face the appropriate incentives when making decisions

Monopoly (central planning approach)

Customers bear the utilisation risk

Companies bear little risk of under or 

over investment in capacity

Customers and regulators challenge 

forecasts, but once investment 

agreed, company bears no utilisation 

risk
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Our May proposals - Pre-2020 RCV protected

Pre-2020 RCV protection 

• We stressed that PR19 will provide the same type and degree of regulatory protection as 

at present for RCV added before 31 March 2020

• “Water company investments or additions to RCV in water resources from 1 April 2020 

would not have the same type of regulatory protection. There will be some explicit 

utilisation risk for new water resource capacity.”

How much risk is necessary to incentivize broadly the correct decisions?

Ml/d

Time

1 April 2020

Capacity protected

Customers bear utilisation risk

Capacity at risk

Some risk sharing
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Finding our solution – What is our aim?

Better use of resources

Using market mechanisms to incentivise trading

Incentivise good demand forecasting

Ensure investment is made only where it is necessary and efficient

Efficient use of water from a system point of view
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Some key considerations

Risk of unintended consequences
• Poorly design mechanisms may drive perverse decisions to the detriment of 

customers and/or the environment, important that the framework delivers 

sustainable investment outcomes 

Risk exposure may be seen as driver to lower cost
• Companies may mitigate risk exposure by minimising the amount at risk, which 

may drive small incremental investment rather than a longer term strategic 

outcome

Flexing customer behaviour to minimise any risk of imbalance
• Companies may be incentivised to encourage perverse customer action to 

avoid penalties

Asymmetric impacts around marginal capacity
• Impact of company decisions have an asymmetric impact on customers – over 

and under utilisation of assets have different consequences
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Cross border electricity transmission

An example on how demand risk is 

managed other sectors
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Background to cross border electricity transmission

What is it?

• High voltage (i.e. high capacity) cables connecting GB with 

other European countries

• Developers make their money through selling capacity on 

their asset – revenue is driven by the difference in price 

between two electricity markets which creates demand for 

interconnector capacity

• Historically a market based approach (i.e. developer takes all 

the risk, no consumer underwriting)

Why might it be relevant to water resources?

• Market under invested in capacity – full risks borne by 

developer (and investors) acting as a barrier

• Ofgem responded by developing a framework that facilitated 

risk sharing with electricity consumers:

o Cap and Floor framework defines an envelope of risk 

that companies face and manage (normal business 

risks)

o Consumers share the exceptional risks (including 

stranding risk)

• Interconnector developers receive a long term mechanism 

(25 years) 
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How Ofgem’s cap and floor mechanism works

• Ofgem only allows a project to have a cap and floor where a developer can demonstrate the 

investment needs case (assessed from a societal perspective)

• Ofgem scrutinise project costs to assess whether the costs are efficient (determines the RCV):

• Cap and floor set based on this RCV:

• Floor revenue is set to allow a minimum return on the entire project RCV (at cost of debt) and 

full recovery of efficient operating cost, depreciation etc.

• Cap follows a similar approach to the floor except the return allowed return is the WACC of an 

electricity generator applied to the entire project RCV

• Customers underwrite performance outside the cap and floor

• Equity investors do not face the full risk but share risk with customers
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Demand utilisation risk

A discussion of the issues

Nikki Deeley

Southern Water

Water Resources working group: 

1 November 2016
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Overview

1. Ofwat’s proposal

2. Key features of the water sector

3. Why is Ofwat looking to expose companies to demand risk?

4. How might this be applied in practice?

5. What are the potential implications?

6. Is there another way?

7. Discussion questions
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Ofwat’s proposals

• December 2015
– Introduction of a separate binding price control over 5 years

– Allocation of the historical RCV on an unfocussed basis 

– Introduction of an access pricing framework to facilitate third party entry

– Greater information sharing on supply and demand presented in a consistent 
framework

– More transparent methodology for assessing bids from third parties to improve 
WRMP process

– Tools to promote direct procurement by third parties

• May 2016
– Additional proposal: to transfer demand-related utilisation risk to companies

– Distinguish demand risk between
• Bilateral market entry – e.g. competition

• Market-wide demand – i.e. customer use

• No view in May document as to how market demand related risk would be 
transferred to companies

Proposals have evolved to include a proposal for companies to bear demand 

utilisation risk
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Key features of water resources sector

• Assets are, by their nature, long lived; average asset lives c60 yrs+

• Investment costs in new water resources are significant, and will increase over 

time due to:

– Climate change and the need to address resilience

– Companies having already cherry picked the cheapest solutions

– A need to come up with more innovative means of addressing demand (de-sal, 

water reuse)  

• Asset costs are also “sunk”, once building has started there is little chance of 

recovering the costs

• Likewise, the assets are of low resale value to those outside the sector.

• Companies are required to invest ahead of need to address different 

forecasting scenarios as set out in their WRMP

• When considered collectively, these features suggest that allocating demand 

risk could be bad for customers and the environment.

High cost, long-lived, low value, sunk costs
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Why is Ofwat looking to expose companies to 

demand risk?

• It is legitimate for Ofwat to ensure that companies make efficient investment decisions

– If companies are exposed to demand risk, this will incentivise them to pursue the most cost-
efficient solutions…..

– Under RPI-X companies already have strong cost minimisation incentives, therefore shouldn’t they 
always choose the cheapest solution?

– The possibility of capex bias is one theory as to why they might not, but totex addresses this?

– But is there evidence to suggest that the already strong cost minimisation incentives and 
regulatory tools aren’t working? 

• Ofwat may be concerned that companies are incentivised to intentionally (materially) 
overstate their demand forecasts

– Does the existing WRMP enable a thorough enough review of water resource investment needs?

– Is the financial and reputational impact of the WRFIM sufficient to incentivise accurate forecasting?

• How can Ofwat ensure a level playing field for potential new entrants

– Accept companies should be exposed to market entry risk: i.e. the competition element of demand 
risk

– But new entrants can choose whether to enter the market based on whether its unregulated 
upside (returns) will offsets the risk (both competition and demand)

– New entrants are not exposed to price control, so playing field isn’t level

• Is there any evidence to suggest that the existing regulatory tools aren’t working?

To ensure that companies make efficient investment decisions for customers
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How might this be applied in practice?

• The most practical way to transfer demand risk is to apply it at a whole company 
level, but would clash with Ofwat’s promise to protect the pre-2020 RCV

• If Ofwat is to retain its commitment to protect pre-2020 RCV it will need to:
– Shield pre-2020 assets / investments from demand risk; whilst

– Exposing post-2020 assets / investments to demand risk

• Hence would Ofwat need to apply the mechanism on an ‘asset specific’ basis?
– Ofwat have confirmed that demand risk would apply only to new investment

– But, whilst the capacity of water resources can be measured for specific assets, 
demand cannot

– Even if it could, would this not then encourage companies to shift usage to new 
resource in times of economic downturn to ensure that they continue to recover their 
investment?

• The obvious way of transferring demand risk to companies is to apply an 
average revenue control

– But Ofwat explicitly rejected option of applying average revenue controls in May: 

“An average revenue control could expose companies to considerably greater 
financial risk, such as full exposure to variations in the aggregate level of 
demand for water…it would also reduce transparency around implementing our 
policy to provide regulatory protection for pre-2020 RCV”

Ofwat proposals are light on the practicalities of how this would work
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What are the potential implications?

• Companies will expect to receive a greater return if they are exposed to higher risk

– Proposals would increase companies’ exposure to non diversifiable risk.

– Companies would require additional returns to compensate for such exposure to risk

– Estimate a required uplift (WACC) on new investments in the region of c1.5% - c3%

– Uplift for new assets only, and not on the whole RCV (only if it is possible to protect the old RCV)

• Putting future investment at risk will impact on companies’ investment strategies

– Would companies delay/stunt investment so as to minimise exposure to risk?

– Would companies be incentivised to favour short-term, low-cost piecemeal projects 

– May result in less efficient investment decisions with a potential for real consumer harm

– If demand risk exposure kills investment / makes it more short term, customers pay in the end!

• How does the proposal sit with Ofwat’s duties to promote resilience?

– Focus on resilience suggests companies should be incentivised to invest in longer term solutions 
to address future drought scenarios

– Why would a rational investor invest in something if there is a (small) probability that they are not 
guaranteed to recover their expense (let alone earn a return)?

– Would Thames de-sal plant have been built?

• There may be significant unintended consequences

– Water efficiency Where’s the incentive to invest in times of an economic downturn?

– Leakage Why should companies bear risk of changes in demand linked to

– Education etc weather events? 

Devil is in the detail: getting it wrong could have far reaching consequences 
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Is there another way?

• To limit extent of market demand risk Ofwat could operate a voluntary approach 
whereby:

– Companies choose whether to expose new investments to demand risk…

– …in exchange for a higher cost of capital (for those investments)

– Perhaps combined with a WACC bidding framework whereby companies propose the 
WACC uplift they would want in order to accept demand risk

– But would companies voluntarily take the risk? How high would WACC have to be?

– If no company chooses to take the risk, or no entrants chose to enter is there even a 
“market”?

• In addition, Ofwat could transfer market risk using a similar mechanism as for 
competition related risk….but with an explicit “uplift”

– Limited to a proportion of the forecast error….

– Limited to only a proportion of overall future investment

– Limited to certain elements of market demand risk (e.g. excluding weather)

• To address the potential for unintended consequences
– Ensure a sufficiently “long” time horizon over which the forecasting ‘gap’ is calculated 

– so companies incentivise costs over the long term

– This could mitigate potential increase required in WACC

Approach should limit the extent of market demand risk….and explicitly 

address the potential for unintended consequences
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Questions for discussion

• What are the market failures that Ofwat are trying to resolve?
– Over investment in capex?

– Gold plating / inefficiency? Why can’t existing regulatory tools address 
these?

– Level playing field for new entrants?

• To what extent do existing regulatory mechanisms address these problems?
– WRMP: is the degree of scrutiny / sign off too light?

– WRFIM: Is the reputation / financial incentive too low?

– Totex:  Is this working to ensure companies take a balanced view of capex vs opex solutions?

• What are the potential unintentional consequences of placing demand risk on incumbent 
companies?

– Resilience: How aligned is this with the resilience objective?

– Investment strategy: Will increased risk affect investment strategy?

– Leakage / water efficiency / demand management performance

• How well aligned is this proposal with Ofwat’s promise to protect pre-2020 RCV
– Would demand risk just lie with under utilisation of new resource?

– How would this be calculated?

– Does this imply all RCV would be at risk?

• Is there a case to say that water companies should bear demand risk and, if so, 
how/where/when should this be applied?

– Would companies volunteer to opt in?

– What sort of return would incentivise you to do this?

• Are there other ways / additional incentives of addressing Ofwat’s concerns?
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Read more here…..
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Demand-side benefits 
for new housing

The economics of resilient demand-side measures 
for new communities and the impact on risk
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Rissington

• An ideal demonstration facility

• 350 existing homes with conventional (renewed) supply 
network.  All homes metered.

• 350 new build homes connected to dual potable and non-
potable systems.  Both supplies metered.

• Non-potable derived from treated wastewater and stored 
rainwater.

• Construction will be complete within 12 months but early 
results encouraging.
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Rissington – early demand evidence
Traditional site compared with new-build dual system
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Demand impact

• Early evidence supports 80 litres/head/day potable.

• Plus 50 litres/head/day non-potable.

• Community scale systems can be competitive with 
wholesale potable prices.

• Especially if upstream benefits are recognised, valued and 
shared.

• If only half of new builds were served in this manner, the 
water resource benefit would be 12.5Ml/d* every year or 
over 300Ml/d cumulative benefit by 2040.

• Community NP is ‘hard-wired’ and appears highly resilient.
*100,000 homes x 2.5 occupancy x 50 l/h/d saving
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Relevance to Growth

A model for bilateral market entry 

• Third parties can offer hard-wired demand-side benefits for 
new development

• Transparent economic analysis necessary

• Not a zero cost option BUT

• Incumbents should gain avoided capex and opex benefits

• These will need to be shared with entrants (& customers)

• Incumbents to gain resulting RCV benefit?

• Opex benefit to be shared through wholesale pricing

• No cost to incumbent unless development proceeds

• Therefore zero demand risk
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Market-wide demand risk

For resilient new communities

• Only positive impact on resilience

• Valid even in highly metered areas

• Any non-diversifiable risk falls to entrant

• No perverse incentives

• Improvement on PR14 totex model?

• No asset under-utilisation (3rd party risk)

• No (negative) impact on cost of capital

• Incentives to work with market solution providers
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Benefits beyond water resources

• Wider resilience

• Distribution and treatment benefits

• Sewerage and sewage treatment benefits

• Drainage and flood risk management

• Benefits of localisation

• Social

• Environmental
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Next steps

• Need to compare economic models for costs of 
growth

• These should not be restricted to WR benefits

• Albion is happy to share its models with 
wholesalers

• Aim is to include outcomes in WRMP and PR19 
submissions

• Need to overcome the view that avoided costs 
have no value to the incumbent because they can 
be recovered from customers in any event
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Further evidence….

Using the market to address the challenges of 

new housing can have significant benefits 

aside from the impact on water resources, as 

emerging evidence demonstrates…
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Rissington – network impact during a dry spell
(Provisional results)
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Network benefits

• Reduction in potable peak demand is remarkable.

• With some local storage it would be possible to improve 
this still further by tuning bulk supply to network availability.

• Many urban networks are approaching existing capacity 
limits.

• Conventional new build will exacerbate this, particularly 
with large sites.

• We need to put a value on reduced peak demand if these 
resilience benefits are to be captured.

• Every new house built with a conventional 1-pipe supply is 
a lost opportunity.
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Discussion questions
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We feel that it is for companies to develop appreciate mechanisms for 

investments post-2020. There are range of potential mechanisms:

• Long term performance commitments;

• ODIs;

• Forecasting incentive; etc.

We are happy to work with companies on a 1 to 1 basis to explore how they 

intend to develop mechanisms

1. What is the appropriate level of risk sharing?

2. What are the key practical considerations that need to be understood 

and considered in developing a mechanism?

3. What are the benefits of a company specific approach versus a common 

framework – are there any preferences?

Discussion questions
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Actions and agenda for the next meetings

Colin Green

November 2016
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Future meetings

Planned meetings - 2016

There is one further meeting of this group in 2016:

• Tuesday 13 December

Dates for future meetings are under review

Potential future topics

• Form of the water resources price control

• Regulatory treatment of interconnection costs

• Risk based review for water resources

• Market information database

• Resilience

• Bid assessment framework

• Access pricing for bilateral markets in England

Confirmed 

topics for 

December
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www.ofwat.gov.uk

Twitter.com/Ofwat

Thank you and questions


